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e g Induced Pase Shifts i n Arbi
Bent ectangular-Core Dual-Mo Waveguides

Arun Kumar, Rajeev Jindal, and Robert L. Gallawa

Abstract— We examine the variation of the effective indexes
of the two modes of an arbitrarily bent dual-mode rectangular-
core waveguide. We find that under the large bending radius
approximation, which is indeed the practical case for most of the
devices, the waveguide bent with bending radius p in a plane at
an angle 8 with the major axis is almost equivalent to bending
it simultaneously in the plane of major and minor axes with
bending radii psec8 and pcosec8, respectively. The bending-
induced phase difference between the two modes is found fa)
to be maximum when the waveguide is bent along the major
axis, and (b) to decrease first and then increase in the opposite
direction as the V-number is decreased. The results of our study
can be used to improve the sensitivity of the dual-mode optical
waveguide sensors and devices based on the bending of fiber.

I. INTRODUCTION

DUAL-MODE elliptical-core fibers are increasingly being
used to realize novel fiber-optic components and sensors

[11-[5]. Bending-induced changes such as mode-losses and
phase-shifts are important design parameters for many such
devices. Since the exact analysis available for elliptical core
fiber is very complicated [6], it is often modeled by appropriate
rectangular core waveguides (RCW's) [7], [SI. Thus, a knowl-
edge of bending-induced changes in the modal characteristics
of an RCW is extremely important. Earlier analyses [9]-[ll]
reporting on bent RCW's are restricted only to the bending in
a plane containing major or the minor axis, while in practice
the fiber may be bent in an arbitrary plane. For example, in
the accelerometer reported by Castro et al. [SI, an elliptical
core fiber is bent simultaneously about both the axes resulting
in a continuous rotation of the bending plane as one moves
along the fiber. In the present paper, we report a perturbation
method to analyze an RCW bent in an arbitrary plane. The
only assumption taken here is that the bending radius p is
much larger than the core dimensions, which is the practical
case most of the times.

11. ANALYSIS

We consider an RCW with major axis 2a and minor axis
2b bent along a circular arc of radius p in a plane containing
2'-axis which is at an angle 8 with the major axis (2) of the
RCW (Fig. 1). The scalar modes are obtained by solving the
following equation:
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Fig. 1. Schematic of dual-mode rectangular-core waveguide bent in a plane
at an angle 8 with the major axis.

r, y') = 0

(1)
where the total field is assumed to be of the form

E(r, y') = *(r, y') exp(-i/3p</>) (2)

where n2(r,y') represents the relative dielectric constant pro-
file of the waveguide, p represents the propagation constant
of its modes, ko represents the free space wave number, and
r,4,y' are the cylindrical coordinates as shown in Fig. 1.

Using the transformations

@(r, y') = r - ‘ / ’U ’ ( r , y') and 2' = T - p

(1) transforms to
92LT'
dZ'2 ,9j/'2

r
k,2n2(Ic',y')-?7,

22/
U' = 0. (3)

In the above equations, we have assumed that p >> a and
neglected 1/4p2ki in comparison to n:(= /3’/k,”) which is
indeed valid for large bending radii.

We further use the transformation relationship between
(z',~'), and (z,~), namely,

x = x' cos 9 - y' sin 9
y = x1 sin 6 + y' cos 9
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which transforms (3) into

d2U d2U
+ 2

°
n2(x,y)- n~{l- --(xcos Q + y sin O) 2 U = O. (4)

IP JJ
Here, n2(x, y) represents the dielectric constant distribution of
the straight RCW and U(x,y) = U1(xl,y'). Following earlier
analyses [11],[12], we approximate n2(x,y) by a separable
profile,

ni(x,y)=n'“x)+n"2(y)-n2 (5)

where n'(x) = n1 for 1x1 5 a and 122 for 1x1 > a and
n"(y) = n1 for IyI 5 b and n2 for lyl > b. It should be
noted that dielectric constant profile ni(x,y) differs from the
original profile n2(x, y) only in the corner regions, and since
the modal field power in the corner regions is small, one can
consider this difference as a perturbation to this profile. For the
unperturbed profile n$(x, y), (4) can be solved exactly taking
U(x, y) of the form

U(X,Y) = X(X)Y(Y). (6)

It can be shown easily that X(x) and Y(y) are the solutions
of the following one-dimensional equations:

1 rPX f 2T 1

X dx2 ° [ epsec6'J x (7)

bent planar waveguide which, when tested with respect to
the more accurate Airy function approach given by Goyal
et al. [14] for a bent planer waveguide, was found to give
correct values of effective indexes up to 0.001%. According
to the perturbation approach [13], the fields X(x), Y(y) and
propagation constants Px,Py are expanded as a function of
bending radii as

P P2

and

-
P

-&?,IP11 + —-
P P2

= Pyo + -S + —

(13)

(14)

(15)

Putting these equations back in (10) and (11), we obtain
the first and the second order corrections in Px and PY (see
Appendix) as

Spx2 =

= 0, = 0

d2Y
Y

where ,fix and Pyare two constants such that

(8)

(9)

Using (9) in (7) and (8) they take the form

d2X . , , f ,2( P2
XL 2x \

fcg \ psec8 J

r (10)

6?Y

dY2

l) pcosec#

pcosec 01

' = 0. (11)

The values of Bx and PY are obtained by solving (10) and (1l),
respectively, which are similar to the equations of bent planar
waveguides described by nl(x) and n"(y) with bending radii
p sec 8 and p cosec 0 , respectively. The only difference is the
last term in both the equations which is very small as compared
to the earlier two terms because PX/ko M Py/lCo x nland
P >> a,. Thus, an arbitrarily bent RCW is almost equal to
bending it simultaneously along the major and the minor axis
with bending radii p sec Q and p cosec 8, respectively.

For solving (10) and (11), we have used the perturbation
approach similar to the one used by Takuma et al. [13] for

where

Vx

wr

BtV- . 2a-sin 9

— ako(n2

— bko (n
:

= ako(nl

7 \

- nlo)

Fx
(16)

PiaA o n 1
-^ cos2 9 — Fx

K (1 + ±
F,,

(17)

i
w,.

)

w

w

p l

= ako ( - n
2 1 / 2

Vy =

14.
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(82a3 [7 i
J \ COS B cos (U, + 4,) ( 1 + ^ p

X' = 1

MX/

exp

and

y = ^

a; > a

1x1 5 a

x < —a

y>b

\y\<b

< -b

(18)

(19)

with

and nyo(= /3,0/,%0) are the effective indexes
of the modes of the straight planer waveguides described by
d(z) and n"(y), respectively.

The first order corrections for the fields are shown in (18)
and (19) at the top of this page (see Appendix) where

— a2
— P2O

pa .22
PyO ~ K0n l>

and

x = U, - tan

$y = uy — Lan l I

The effective indexes of the modes of the given bent wave-
guide (neglecting the corner regions) are thus given as

1 \ (20)
t.2^2 I 11.2

— Kon1 >/KQ.

It should be noticed that the solutions obtained above cor-
respond to the profile ni(z,y) rather than n2(x,y) (the two
profiles differ in the corner regions by nf — ni) . The correction
for the comer regions is done by using perturbation approach
[12]; again, the effective indexes would then be given by

nz = n,20 + An: (21)

dxdy

IU(z,y)I2 dxdy

where A, and A, are the area of the corner regions and the
entire waveguide, respectively. A n : can also be written as

a n 2 _ -nl)YxYv. (22)

Here, r, and rY are the fractional modal powers in the corner
regions for bent planar waveguides along x and y axes and
they are given as (23) and (24) shown at the top of the next
page where, x, and yr are the radiation points in the outer
cladding for the two bent planar waveguides.

111. RJZSULTS AND DISCUSSION

Following the above analysis, we obtained the change in
the effective indexes of the first two modes as a function of
9 for different RCW's with a fixed bending radius (alp =
1.5 x 10 4 ) . Waveguides with both low as well as high
core-cladding contrast and V-values have been considered.
The values of various parameters considered are given as
low-contrast: 722 = 1.457, n1 = 1.004 x 722, a/b = 2;
high-contrast: n2 — 1.470, m = 1.485, a/b = 2. .

The values of nl and ni for low contrast ((121 — nz)/n1 =
0.4%) waveguide corresponds to the elliptic-core fiber used
by Castro et al. [5] in their experiment on fiber accelerometer.
The values of n1 and n2 for the high contrast waveguide are
selected to be the same as in our earlier papers [8], [16] on
dual-mode waveguides, giving the contrast ((n1 - n2)/nl N
1.0%). Figs. 2 and 3 show the variation of bending-induced
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•p

/ (l + x/psec9)~1X2(x)dx + j (1 + x/psec8)~lX'
a

[\l + x/psec8)'lX2{x)dx

x)dx

(23)

and
-b

r,,=

/ (1 + y/pcosec6)~1Y2{y)dy + f (1 + y/pcosec9)~1Y2(y)dy
b

/ (1 + y/pcosec8)~1Y2(y)dy

(24)
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Fig. 2. Bending-induced changes in the effective index of the first mode
(Ancl) as a function of 8, for low contrast (continuous curve) and for high
contrast (dashed curve) waveguides for V = 2.5, 3, and 4.

changes (Aneland Ane2) in the effective indexes of the
first and the second mode, respectively, for three different
V = koanf - nz)1/2Vvalues, namely, 2.5, 3, and 4. The
continuous and the dashed curves correspond to the low and
high contrast waveguides, respectively. These figures indicate
that both Anel and An , , are sensitive functions of 6, which
is due to the fact that the net change in n,l or n,2 depends
on the change in ,Bz and ,By both and which in turn depends
on 6'. For example, the change in ,Bz is zero for 6' = ~ / 2 and
maximum for 8 = 0, while the reverse is true for the change
in ,By. Another important observation is that both An e l and
A n , , have either a maxima or minima at 8 = 0 and ~/2,
i.e., the variation of Aneland An , , with 8 is symmetrical
around 9 = 0 and ~ / 2 , which is expected as the rectangular-
core waveguide under the consideration has symmetry around
8 = 0 (major) and 8 = ~/2 (minor) axis.

It should be noted that as far as the sensitivity of a dual-
mode fiber optic sensor is concerned, it is the change in
Ian e l - Ane21 which is important rather than Aneland Ane2.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of An,1 - Ane2 as a function
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Fig. 3. Bending-induced changes in the effective index of the second mode
(An, , ) as a function of 8, for low contrast (continuous curve) and for high
contrast (dashed curve) waveguides for V = 2.5,3, and 4.

of 19 for V = 2.5,3, and 4 for the low contrast (continuous
curve) as well as the high contrast (dashed curve) waveguides.
These results show that in all the cases (Anel — An,2( is
maximum for 8 = 0, irrespective of the position of maxima
in Anelor An,2 versus 8. This means that the sensor using
a rectangular/elliptic bent dual-mode waveguide will be most
sensitive when bending due to physical parameters is induced
in the plane of major axis.

The above observation is attributed to the fact that the
second mode differs with the fundamental mode most in the
direction of major axis [0 — 0), as the waveguide under
consideration is dual-moded along the major axis and single-
moded along the minor axis (8 = . . /a) . As a result, the
difference between the bending-induced changes in n,l and
ne2, and hence lAnel — Ane21, is maximum for 9 = 0. Fig. 4
also shows that as the V-number of the waveguide decreases,
the value of (An, , — An, , ) first decreases and then starts
increasing in the opposite direction. In order to understand
this effect, one has to keep in mind how the modal-power
distribution in a bent waveguide is affected as the V-number
changes. As discussed in our earlier paper [15], the modal
power for the fundamental mode always shifts away from the
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APPENDIX

In order to obtain SP,,, Spxz and X' we substitute
X, PX, ,By from (12), (14), and (15) in (10). Equating the
terms of different orders in p-l one obtains:

dx1 (Al)

d2X'
+ [kin'\x) - )32

xQ] X' = (12
0 }} x0

Fig. 4. Bending-induced phase-shifts between the first and the second mode
(Anel — An, , ) as a function of 8, for low contrast (continuous curve) and
for high contrast (dashed curve) waveguides for V = 2.5,3, and 4.

center of the bend. However, while the modal power shifts
from the inner cladding to the outer cladding for the first
higher mode, the opposite is true in the core, i.e., power shifts
from the outer core half to the inner core half. As a result,
while n,lalways increases due to bending, n,2 may increase
or decrease depending upon the V-value of the waveguide. For
larger V-values, the mode is tightly confined in the core and,
hence, the power distribution in the core is more important
whose effect is to decrease n,2 (see the value of An,2 at
9 — 0 for V = 4 in Fig. 3) resulting in the positive value
of (Anel - An,z). As the V-number decreases, the modal
power spreads in the cladding regions more and more and
the bending-induced redistribution of modal power in these
regions becomes significant whose effect is to increase ne2.
Thus, at sufficiently low V-numbers, An , , also becomes
positive and may be even greater than An c l , resulting in the
negative values of (Anel — An,z).

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we report a perturbation method to obtain
the bending-induced phase shifts in arbitrarily bent dual-mode
rectangular-core waveguides. The bending-induced phase dif-
ference between the two modes is found a) to be maximum
when the waveguide is bent along the major axis, and b) to
decrease first and then increase in the opposite direction with
the decreasing V-number. The results of the present study
should be useful in enhancing the sensitivity of dual-mode
fiber sensors using elliptic-core fibers, as the latter are often
modeled by rectangular-core waveguides.

(A2)

X'

.
(A3)

The solutions of (Al), which describes the modes of a straight
planar waveguide characterized by n'(x), are well known and
are given by

tcos(u, + 4x) exR [-%(x-a) ]

XO = I cos(Ux%+

' — a)] x > a

\x < a '

T- U)] x c —a

If we now multiply (A2) by X0 and (Al) by X' and subtract,
we get

dx dx

Integrating it over x form — -oo to 00 gives

Similarly

Substituting SP,, in (A2) gives

(A4)

Integrating (A4) we get the equation shown at the bottom
of the page where AI, A2, AS, and A4 are the integration
constants and their values are obtained by using the continuity

X' =

%) e xp L [-%(x- a)] x >

A2sin(9.) -ux(g)2sin (9x + 4,)

1x1 I a

x < -a
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of X' and dX'/dx at 1x1 = a. Solving for AI, Az, As, and
A4 and putting them back in the above equations, we get the
first order field correction (XI) in the form as given in (18).

Also multiplying (A3) by X, and (Al) by X" and subtract-
ing, we get

Integrating it over x from — -oo to 00 gives

00

Pl J xX0X'dx

xo,sec8 / Xfidx
(A5)
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